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Abstract

Residual-excited linear prediction (RELP) vocodlng is known to be one of the 
b은st approaches to speech uod:Ln흥 in the range of 4.8 to 9.6 kbits/s. One 
problem associar늖d with the RELP vocoder is that it of cen produces some rough
ness and tonal □。코se as the transmission rate becomes lower. In this paper, 
we investigate three methods to improve its quality. These inulud윤 the multi
baud spectral folding oethcxi, the method of using both 난iw spectra고고y folded 
signal and the pu고s金d excitation s보gna고, and the method of using both the 
multiband spectrally folded si홍ml고 and the pulsed excitation signa고. It has 
b즌wn found that, among the three methods9 the last one yiw고ds the best per
formance. It produces no roughness and little tonal noise.

I. INTRODUCTION

L코n은ar pgd土utiwe ccxiing (LPC) technique is b金호ng widely used for narrow-band 
요p윤은ch cornmunications. * It w皂고 1 known that» although the speech quality 
of this LPC vocoder is relatively good at the bit rate of 2.4 kbits/s, it has 
some perceptible buzziness that makes the synthetic sp建은ch 요。mewhat unpleas
ant, and it is very susceptible adou요deal distortion and background noise. 
The caus은 of the buzziness is known to be due to the monoKo口ou요 excitation 
signal and the binary decision of the excitation source. This problem may 
be avoided by using an improved excitation signa고.

There exist several techniques of ov슨kc〈皿ing the shortcomings of the p호 

excited LPC vocoder [l]-[3]. One method is the residual-excited linear pre- 
diction (RELP) technique. This has been known to be one of the most promis
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ing candidates for medium— low race (4.8 co 9-6 kbits/s) spe운ch connnunication 
becaus으 of 호ts relatively good quality and robustness Co noise and distortion. 
However, che synthetic speech of the RELP vocoder often has some roughness 
and Eona고 noise. This problem can be alleviated by properly designing the 
full—band reconstruction system and the baseband residual coder.

Since th단 RELP technique was first proposed. [2], various methods for recon
structing the full-band excitation signal hav은 be은n proposed [4']-[10] . These 
may b은 u丄ass코fied into three categories; nonlinear distortion, 요p金cEral du
plication and hybrid excitation methods. First, non丄ineaE distortion methods 
include r金ct二Lficai고on [2] and waveform clipping [4] , [5] methods which have 
been most widely used because they are simple and easy co implement. . tn gen— 
eral 9 use of a non丄in은日r distortion method resu고es in roughness of the
syn匕h은t코c 요p皂은R은conEly, Un and Lee proposed an improves RELP system with 
욥‘plit-band cod코ng. It has b은은口 匸e푸。匸匸ed that 1二h은 synthetic speech of this 
sy요has Li上七고e roughaEs요 [6].

Second, spectral dupELca匸코。n method includes sp은ccral. folding and spectral 
translation. It has be으n known that Che synthecic spm은ch by the spectral du— 
p고ica匕：iqn method has some tonal 효nd metallic noise because of spectral re
gularity [7] . V코sw죠na匸han 은t: al. proposed pr^wh코tuning and random perturba
tion of the spectrally folded excitation signal. It has been reported that 
t:h包 synthetic speech with the first method exhibits slight pinging sound and 
with the second method slight roughness [8].

Lastly, the hybrid excitation methods inuLud은 the pitch imp고anEa上ion t교으t:hod 
〔9], trh윤 hybrid symh은method [10] and so forth. It has been reported 
that th建s슨 methods produce some 요仁aaic-Lik色 口。코se but no audible roughness.

In this pap은r, we are concerned with trhe methods for reconstructing Che fu丄고一 

band excitation signal for improving the synth윤sized speech qua]•코ty in ch욘 

REL르 vocoder. Thr은金 improved methods for reconstructing the full-band ex- 
ui上at코。n signal are proposed and evaluated by computer si그iu：Lat코。Details 
of the proposed methods follow.

II. RELP WITH IMPROVED EXCITATION

We now describe three methods for reconstructing the fu丄고一band spectrum of 
the wxc호signa고, which can improve the speech quality in the RELP vo
coder . These methods, which may be used in RELP vocoding in the rang슨 of 
4.8 to .9.6 kbits/s, take mainly the form of hybrid excitation, and do not 
require the process of nonlinear distortion, spectral f丄atteniEg or gain ad- 
justm단ac. They include the multiband spectral folding method, the method of 
us코ng both che spectrally folded signal and pulsed 色xcitat:코。a signal» and the 
method of using both the multiband spectrally f。上d은d signal and pulsed ex
citation signal.

In the multiband spectral folding method (Hereafter» this method will be 
called the m은匸hod. I), we transmit two or three bands of the baseband signal, 
and then use Che received bands to reconstruct the full-band excitationIsig- 
nal. In this method, multiple bands of the residual signal are obtained from 
tfie full-band residual signal. To implement the 코口Lege匸一band 요pectra丄 fold
ing, the following constraints are required:

fLj n n 0)-^, (n: int:但읔et) (1-a)
fRi = (n+1) u)i, (1-b)
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f$/2 르 L 3土 , (L: inr每옹er)
fT h Mi。/. i、+ J , (f- =0 and M > 2) 3Li (1-1) L1 一

where fL 호, and uif 
width of the ' ' '
of the input

(1-c)
(2)

PT)
are the Low and high edge frequencies and th윤 band- 

i-th baseband, r은s르eu匸土ve고y, and fs is the sampling frequency 
signal.

The baseband signals obt:a코ri은d are then down-sampled by the ratio of = fs/ 
2u)i, and encoded.

At t:h은 receiver, each baseband is decoded and translated into bands corre
sponding to those at the transmitter. Th은n, the full-band reconstruction 
is done as f。고고ows:
( i) Each baseband is dbwn-samoled and up-samuled by the equal ratio 거 

fs/2^i
(ii) The band-pa요s硅d signal is obtained by passing 

signal through a band-pass filter with cutoff
eacti spectrally f6고ded
frequencies as f。고lows:

(3-a)

(3-b)

frequencies of the re-where 코 and £曲彳 are the low and hi옹h edge
construction fil上두F for the 코一Ch baseband, respectively.. In this pro
cess , 코f the high edge frequency of the reconstruction filter for the 
high色요匕 baseband, fKH^> is not equal to f요/2, i.e., < 日U Brhn
must be set to fs/2.

(iii) Finally, the individually reconstrueted bands are added to construct 
the full-band excitation signal.

The reconstructed full-band spectrum using this multiband spectral foldia흥 

is shown in Fig, 1.

The second method is a hybrid method that uses both Eh슨 spectrally folded 
signal and pulsed excitation signal (Thi요 method will be called the method 
II) . In this hybrid method, we adjust the bandwidth occupied by the pulsed 
excitat:코。n signal in the frequency domain. The spectral gap between the 
baseband and the upperband of pulsed excitation is f코고:Led with the folded 
spectrum of the baseband. The full-band r 은cons true Lion is done as £。丄고。3요:

(코) The pulsed 色xu코匸土。口 signal is highpass-fiL仁은red with cutoff freq
uencies fc and fs/2.

(ii) The baseband is spectrally folded by downsampling and upsampling the 
bas운b冠口d residual.

(iiL) The spectrally folded baseband residua고 (fuLL-band residual) is Low- 
pas요-fLLtered with cutoff frequency fc.

(iv) The signals obtained from th윤 steps (i) and (iii.) are added for r은con- 
struction of Eh얀 fuLL-band excitation signal.

The resulting spectrum is shown in Fig. 2・

In the Last method, we propose a method 코n which w은 combine the multiband 
spectrally-foIded si음g丄 for the lowerband with the pulsed excitation 요ig- 
nal for the upperband to obtain a full-band excitation spectrum (This meth
od will b은 called the method HI). The procedure of r&conmu二옹 the full
band excitation signal is 匸h슌 same as for the method I 으하 t: that the up-
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perband is fiL고卷d with 
ance with the step (i) 
is shown 코口 Fig. 3- A 
HI is shown in F코g. 4.

the hi음h-?assed pulsed excitation signal in accord- 
of che method II. The resulting full-band spectrum 
block, diagram of the RELP algorithm us고ng che method

s/2(a)

Fig- 1 Reconstructed
(a) The case
(b) The case

fuLL-band 
of 3 base 
of 2 base

spectra by the method I. 
bands 
bands

3, 28, 3B-

31 33. 48,L. L

(a)

S3, %/2^3

*

PULSED EXCITATION

1 (b)* '
Fig. 2 The hybrid excitation method of combining spectral 

folded signal and pulsed excitation 요ig皿丄.

(a) Baseband spectrum

and pulsed excitation.
(a) Sp은cizrum of the first baseband
(b) Spectrum of the second baseband
(c) Reconstructed full-band spectrum
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Fi응- 4 Block diagram of RELP vocoder with combined excitation of 
spectrally folded nru고tiband signal and high-passed pulsed
excitation signal.
(a) Transmitter (b) Receiver

III. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We now present the results of computer simu고In our 요imu丄ation, we 
adopted the pitch-predidtive -ADPCM coding method for residual coding because 
it produced subj建ct二iv合丄y the best performance. We also used finite 코mpu丄s建 

response (FIR) d코g:i上a丄 filters for various f코］上mring processes , which hav슨 

passband ripple 1즈ss than 0.5 dB, stopband attenuation 훔rear建u than 55 dB 
and the filter Length of 128 uo建ffici은nrs.

We first studied the multiband spectral folding method (i.e., the method I) 
and Che method of combining boch the multiband spectrally folded signal, and 
pulsed excitation 요igna丄 (i.e., the method HE) for 9.6 kbits/s RELP vocod- 
ing. In Che simulation, w슨 studied two different systems based on the meth
ods I and UL. One takes the lower baseband of 0 to 900 Hz and the upper 
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baseband of 1800 to 2100 Hz, and another takes the Lower baseband of 0 to 
500 Hz and the upper baseband of 1200 to 1800 Hz. Also, a REL므 system with 
호 요：Lug丄色 ba요윤band of 0 Eo 1200 Hz that utilized ch존 sp은ctr초고 folding method 
^as s코nm匚La匸色d for comparison. In this simulation each baseband residual 
signal was 은nuod은d by a 3-bit pitch-predict:코ve ADPCM coder.

\ccording to simulation results, the spectrum reconstructed by the method I 
ias 1운ss 匸已gular코Ey and is whiter than that reconstructed by' the spectral 
folding merhod. According to informal listening tests, the tonal noise is 
significantly reduced with the RELP vouod은r using the method I. We also 
compared the two 요yscems us코ng the method I. The first system having two 
bands of 0 to 900 Hz and 1800 to 2100 Hz yields better speech quality than 
the second syscem. In simulation of the method HI, the multiband spectral
ly folded signal placed in Che range of 0 to 2400 Hz is combined with the 
highpass filtered (2400 co 3600 Hz) pulsed excitation signal. Fig. 5 shows 
the spectrum of a two-band residual signal and Che spectrtm recons匸ruu匕윤d by 
the method HI. F호응. 6 shows the original and synthetic spe은ch waveforms. 
In the case of the method HI, the resulting synthetic speech at the rate of 
9.6 kbits/s is superior to that of the method I» and y코建:Lds no tonal noise. 
It is nearly identical to that of the original speech.

Next, the method of combining the spectrally fold은d signal and the pulsed 
excitation signal (i.e.,the method II) has been studied 
RELP vocoder. We compared this method with the mechods 
folding, uen匸은r ciippin흥 and hybrid excitation [9]. In 
method II, we used only one baseband of 0 to 600 Hz and 
dictive ADPCM for residual, coding.

F코흠. 7 shows the 요pectira of the baseband signal of 0 to 
constructed excitation signal using Che method II. We can notice that the 
spectrum reconstructed by the method II does not have the speccrm고 regulari
ty . Also, Fi흠. 8 shows che waveforms of original and synthetic spe은ch by 
t:h은 method II. According to- our listening tests , (二h은 syn匸h윤tiu 으pe은ch 
yields slight tonal noise and buZz-l코ke noise. The method II, however,, pro
duced better quality subjectively than the spectral fold코ag, non丄코n즌효r dis
tortion and hybrid exuita上고。n mechods.

for a 4.o k.bits/s
of using spectral 
simulation of the 
a 2-b코t: pitch-pre-

and the re-

IV. CONCLUSION

In thi유 work we hav은 s匸ud코ed three methods of 匸욘cons匕ruuuing a fu丄고fb&nd ex
citation signal to improv듄 the speech quality of the REI모 vocoder- : Th은se
include the multiband spectral foldin흥 method, the 加e仁hod of us고ng both the 
spectzral•고y folded and pu丄s은d exc코！:ation signals, and the ni으tzhod of u요:Lug 
both the multiband sp은丄丄y folded and pulsed 우xci仁at二Lon signals.. Accord- 
코□응 to the simuL&t:고。n results, the multiband spectral folding e은匸hod is su
perior to the spectral fold고dg and the nonLLn은ar dis匕brticm n든匸hods, and Eh운 

resulting^ synthetic sp은wch ha요 little tonal noise. Comparing Che method II 
to the nonlinear distortion, spectral folding and hybrid 은xc코ta匸코。n m은匕hod요… 

it has less tonal aois은 and buzz-1코ke noise. Finally, coBpar코ng 匸h은 method 
m co the method I, the former yields better quality of synthetic 오 

The synthetic sp은企ch of ch은 method HL has no tonal noise, and is nearly i- 
dentical to the orig코口즈丄 요peech at a bit rate of 9.6 kbits/s.
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(a)

Fig. 5 Spectra of the two-band residual signal and the excitation signal 
reconstructed by the method TH.
(a) Spectrum of the two-band residual signa고

(0 to 900 Hz and 1800 to 2100 Hz)
(b) Fu고1-band spectrum reconstructed by the method HI

时¥%对\세¥』林神仙板/'시니'/vArAA/LA 9아
(a)

待뉘%冉瑚神歸神니눠니。a시、\代、卜八卜、”나
(b)

Fi홍. 6 Waveforms of (a) original speech and (b) synth佳t코u speech of the 
RELP vocoding using the method HI (Transmission race:： 9 .6、kbits/욥).

(b)

Fig. 7 Spectra of baseband signal and reconstructed 은xcitation si흠na고 us- 
코ng the method II.
(a) Baseband spectrum
(b) Fu고丄一band sp휸ctnxm reconstructed by the method II
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寸*히*새b#外他내渺시시'아나址Q시/시淨사弟위率扌나

F코8 Waveforms of (a) original sp理듄ch and (b) synthetic spe슌ch of RELP 
vocoder using the method II (Transmission rate: 4.8 kbits/s).
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